100,000 barrels of oil a day flowing from 3,000 metres below the surface. The BP-leased Deepwater Horizon has been leaking up to 60,000 barrels per day from 1,500 metres below the surface.
The system, consisting of several oil collection ships and an array of subsurface collection equipment, resembles the one developed by BP during three months of trial and error after the rig exploded on April 20.
The companies will make an initial investment of $1 billion in the notfor-profit venture, which they are calling the Marine Well Containment
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Company. But to have crews on permanent standby could cost many more millions of dollars.
The containment system is expected to be ready within 18 months, according to Exxon. The new plan aims to placate the intense official and public criticism of the oil industry. Despite significant technological breakthroughs that led to the exploitation of oil and gas trapped below the seabed, the industry was caught without an effective response to the Deepwater Horizon oil spill.
The aim of the new system is to address concerns about the industry's ability to deal with massive spills.The lessons from Earlier oil spills suggest the Gulf may be in for the long haul to recover from this year's disaster. Nigel Williams reports.
Gulf braced for the big clean-up
Legacy: In 1967, off southwest England, the Torrey Canyon was the first supertanker to spill its load of oil and problems still continue. (Photo: Popperfoto/Getty.) the first major oil spill from a new generation of supertanker, the Torrey Canyon, off southwest England in 1967, suggest the response to the problems in the Gulf and any new efforts to handle further problems will need to be substantial.
Detergents were used to disperse the oil in the face of little understanding of environmental consequences. After the spill, scientists at the Marine Biology Association in Plymouth began to study its effects. At first the detergents seemed to work, they thought. It was clearing the oil from the sea surface and making the situation look better. But researchers went on to find that the detergents were making the oil more toxic because it was becoming accessible to organisms rather than being a physical problem.
A year after the disaster, the MBA published its conclusions: it was scathing about the disastrous use of detergents, applied by methods "that were largely ineffective, uneconomic, and wasteful of effort."
After more than 40 years, a quarry in Guernsey is still filled with oil from the disaster and birds landing in the water are being killed.
Guernsey's government says it has spent thousands of pounds trying to clean up the quarry. It was cleared in the 1980s; more recently, 160,000 litres of oil were taken to a processing plant in Hull. But each time the oil has been removed more has seeped from the sediment below, which cannot be dug out because the quarry was a German armaments dump when they occupied the island during the second world war. Last year, the water level rose and the changing pressure released more crude oil from the bottom. "The company that was responsible for the Torrey Canyon should be paying for it under the polluter pays principle but international laws weren't in place back then," says Rob Roussel of Guernsey's public services department.
But Guernsey this year is trying finally to get rid of the oil. This summer, they began to pump microorganisms into the oily water, which is aerated by a generator running 24 hours a day. The oilconsuming bacteria, it is hoped, will finally have cleared the quarry of oil by the end of the year.
While the Torrey Canyon's legacy may soon be over, teams in the Gulf of Mexico may have much more work to do. With the hurricane season now under way, a tropical storm last month began to hamper operations, although work recovered quickly to try to contain the oil. And the drilling of relief wells may be delayed.
Many of the famed brown pelicans and turtles have perished and coastal businesses have suffered substantially. A recent report says that Louisiana oyster fishermen -the biggest suppliers to the US markethave suffered a further setback. Sluices from the Mississippi river were lowered after the oil platform explosion in the hope that the input of fresh water into the marsh system would help keep the oil at bay.
But the influx, which has helped keep oil away from some of Louisiana's coastline, is now reported in the Wall Street Journal to have been lethal for many of the oysters that require brackish water to survive. Patrick Banks, a biologist at the Louisiana department of wildlife and fisheries who oversees the state's oyster fishery, said that in one particularly productive area around 60 per cent of oysters had died. In other nearby areas the mortality is 10 percent.
The Gulf of Mexico is yet to come to terms with the full impact of the disaster, but it is likely to be more far reaching than even current analyses suggest.
